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Materials  

Bacteria and Virus 101 Slideshow Presentation   
Image of Lyme Disease 

Driving Question 

What are bacteria and how do they get transmitted 
from host to host? 
 

Overview  

This lesson will help to teach students about 
bacterial and viral infection. Specifically, it will 
teach students how Lyme disease is transmitted 
from one host to another via a vector (tick). This 
lesson includes a brief presentation and a game for 
students to play to learn more about disease 
transmission.. 

NGSS Standards 

 MS-LS2-2: Construct an explanation that predicts 
patterns of interactions among organisms across 
multiple ecosystems.  

Objectives 

● Be able to explain what a bacterium is. 
● Compare and contrast bacteria and viruses. 
● Be able to explain how bacteria and viruses 

can get transmitted from host to host. 
● Be able to explain how Lyme disease is 

transmitted from an infected animal to a 
human. 

Newscast and/or Illustration 

How does this lesson connect with the newscast 
and illustration for the unit? 
 

Previous Lessons 

This project helps to support the overall unit by 
reinforcing the idea that Lyme disease is spread 
to humans via ticks. It also furthers the students’ 
 knowledge of how a tick bite could cause 
 disease (i.e. the tick already had the bacteria in 
 it).  

Misconceptions 

What misconceptions do you expect related to this 
lesson? 
 
That bacteria and viruses are the same thing. 
 

Future Lessons 

How does this lesson relate to future lessons? 

Quick Write Pre-Lesson Questions 

Draft questions available here but feel free to edit. 
Quick Write Post-Lesson Questions 

Draft questions available here but feel free to edit. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ej_r8ODWMx-a_E_AnaQ0m5g9UFLxBBRJQzjs0XWXbIc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ej_r8ODWMx-a_E_AnaQ0m5g9UFLxBBRJQzjs0XWXbIc/edit


Spirochetes Stuffies/Cutouts (Handout F) and Pipe Cleaners.  
 
Preparation 

The stuffies or cutouts should be prepared ahead of time. It might make the cutouts easier to work with if 
they are attached to cardboard or printed on stiffer paper. Each student should have one cutout 
representing an animal. There are 21 available but duplicates could be printed to accommodate larger 
classes. The ticks and bacteria should also be cut out. Each student does not need a tick. 
 

 

Lesson 

Detailed description of the lesson with sub-headings as needed. 
 

Phenomena: 5 minutes 
Microscope Image of Bacteria/Virus  
Mini Lesson: 10 minutes 
Bacteria and viruses 101.   

● Bacteria are single celled organisms that can have both positive and negative impacts on 
your body.   

● A virus is a tiny, infectious particle that can reproduce only by infecting a host cell. 
Viruses "commandeer" the host cell and use its resources to make more viruses, basically 
reprogramming it to become a virus factory. (Definition from Khan Academy)  

● Explain some of the methods that viruses and bacteria use to transfer from one organism 
to another.   

● Explain the idea of a bacteria/virus host.   
Group Work: 10 minutes 
Stuffed Animal and Spiracette Game/Demonstration (Montshire).  Students are assigned one 
stuffed animal.  Some are prey species without spiracettes and some are prey species with 
spirochetes.  Examine the following situations as a group:  

● Tick w/o spiracette feeds on host w/o spirochetes 
● Tick w/o spiracette feeds on host w/ spirochetes 
● Tick w/ spiracette feeds on host w/o spirochetes 
● Remember, ticks only feed 3 times in a life! 

The determination of what the tick feeds on can be done by a dice roll generator and assigning 
students numbers. This will allow for random transmission. Additionally, some animals could be 
given the non-spirochete bacteria which aren’t Lyme disease and wouldn’t cause it to be 
transmitted by the tick. 
Shareout/Summary Table/Explanation List: 10 minutes 

● Students should share observations. 
● Students should use critical thinking to explain/predict how the Lyme bacteria spreads to 

humans sometimes, but not others.  
● Students should share “Now I wonder…” 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-human-body-systems/hs-the-immune-system/a/intro-to-viruses


 

 

 

Assessment 

 
● Pair share among students to compare and contrast bacteria and viruses. 
● Monitor student performance in interactive game to determine if they understand the concept of 

bacteria transfer from host to host.  
● Assess the handout to gauge how well the student understood the concepts.  

 
Extensions 

n/a 

Glossary of terms 

Bacteria: single celled organisms that can have both positive and negative impacts on your body.   
 
Virus: a tiny, infectious particle that can reproduce only by infecting a host cell. Viruses "commandeer" 
the host cell and use its resources to make more viruses, basically reprogramming it to become a virus 
factory. (Definition from Khan Academy)  
 
Appendices 

n/a 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-human-body-systems/hs-the-immune-system/a/intro-to-viruses

